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products to use
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IMPORTANT THINGS TO KNOW OUR PRODUCT RANGE
- ROOF PAINTS

Always follow the instructions on the product 
label for best results. 

Preparation and correct product application 
are important. 

There are no short-cuts. Always follow the 
correct drying time recommendations.

HANDY PAINTING TIPS

Clean your equipment used for roof paint with 
soapy water after use. 

Use a paint roller with a long handle to reach 
patches far away from you.

Paint your roof during mild temperatures 
of the day. Do not paint your roof if rain is 
expected.

Use correct safety equipment for your 
own protection e.g. safety glasses, gloves 
and protective clothing. Sunglasses is 
recommended.

Work from an extension ladder instead of 
going on the roof if possible. It’s usually safer 
to work from a ladder instead of on the roof. 

Wear a harness with a safety rope if possible.

PRODUCT NAME NEO Roof paint NEO Heat Reflective 
Roof paint

PROPERTIES
UV Resistant X X

Heat Reflective X

SURFACES

Water resistant X X

CEMENT TILES X X

Fibre cement 
sheeting

X X

Plaster X X

Previously painted 
surface

X X

Primed mild steel X X

Galvanized metal X X

Wooden substrates PRIMED PRIMED

HOW TO PAINT
A FIBRE 

CEMENT ROOF

Technical helpline: Tel: +264 61 384 724
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Painting your roof can improve 
the look and increase the value of 
your home. A well-cared-for roof is 

easy to achieve.

Clean the fibre cement with a stiff nylon brush and 
clean tap water to remove all the dust. 

Fibre cement is porous and must be left to dry 
properly for 1-2 days.
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2 Apply one generous coat of NEO Bonding Liquid 
to stabilise and seal the fibre cement. 

The roof must be painted within 48 hours after 
having applied NEO Bonding Liquid. 

NOTE: If the roof was previously painted, spot-
paint only the bare areas.
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Apply two to three coats of NEO Roof Paint 
or NEO Heat Reflective Roof by means of a 
brush, roller or spray. 

Thickness of the layers is essential for the 
performance of the roof paint and to ensure 
adequate UV resistance.
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Hamilton’s Specialist  
Fibreglass Brush
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Hamilton’s Specialist 
Ellipse Roof Brush

Check for loose roofing nails, and seal all flashing 
and nails with NEO Elastic Waterproofing with a 
brush.

Thickness of the layers is essential for the 
performance and elasticity of the NEO Elastic 
Waterproofing.

Nylon brush


